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A CRYPTO CURRENCY FOR GAMERS, BY GAMERS
Welcome to MMOCoin!

MMOPro, a gaming community/forum, was founded in 2008 and is still serving as one of the best gaming forums. In 2018, the MMOPro team launched MMOCoin to adopt blockchain technology and create its own use-case with an escrow system. After a successful launch of the marketplace, the MMO team decided to migrate from its own native blockchain to Binance Smart Chain, which is currently the best growing blockchain with many consumers.

The migration will bring a new platform and use-case(s) for MMO, which will lead to MMOSwap (DeFi) and Decentralized (NFT) Market Place.
MMOSwap is going to take MMOCoin use-case to a new level, MMOSwap is decentralized exchange running on Binance Smart Chain and have lots of features such as yield farming, liquidity provider profit in liquidity token etc. It’s automated market maker (“AMM”) allows two tokens to be exchanged on the Binance Smart Chain. MMOCoins can be earned on it through yield farming and many upcoming events and pools.

**Major Features:**

- Trade Through
- DEX
- Yield Farming
- Earn
MINIMAL TRANSACTION FEE
Affordable for everyone.

CRYPTO PAYMENT GATEWAY
Buy Digital Goods with MMOCoin.

VERIFIED MERCHANTS
Buy Safely from our verified Merchants.

EASY TO TRACK
Trace transactions on blockchain.

ESCROW
MMO Marketplace's secure escrow for more safety.

ACCEPTABLE CURRENCIES
MMO acceptable currencies on one click easy access.
While having a centralized marketplace MMO Team has decided to move forward with the newest platform which is NFT Market which is MMOCoin’s decentralized marketplace. It allows users to sell and purchase their artwork, NFT cards with MMOCoins. Also, the additional feature is NFT Auction which will allow sellers to put the inventory into Auction and buyers can bid through their wallet on Binance Smart Chain.

**Major Features:**
- Decentralized Market
- Decentralized Auction
Our Centralized MMO Marketplace provides our members with the best online shopping experience and value for their purchases. Whether you shop online with Bitcoin (BTC), Binance coin (BNB) or MMOCoin (MMO) through our website on mobile or desktop, you can expect easy navigation, customized recommendations, and a great online shopping experience guaranteed. MMO Marketplace is based on blockchain, all transactions are recorded on the blockchain and can easily be tracked on it. We have a built-in escrow system that secures the buyer and seller with their orders.

**Major Features:** Centralized Escrow (P2P Shopping)
MMOCOIN

OUR AMAZING SPECIFICATION

ALLOCATION

Ticker: MMO
Contract: 0x0aa086e7a108d387de63294fe2a88b05820a9855
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Max Supply: 260,000,000
Tags: DeFi, NFT, eCommerce, Gaming, BSC Eco.
2021 MMOCoin

ROADMAP

Binance Smart Chain Migration
MMOCoin Switching from its own native chain to BSC

MMOSwap Launch
MMOCoin’s own decentralized exchange #DeFi

MMO NFT Marketplace Addition
While having a centralized marketplace MMO will launch a decentralized market place as well
ASK QUESTIONS IN THE CHAT & CHECK OUR MEDIA CHANNELS

We believe in people before platforms and the power of social insight to drive business value. This is what we call Social Thinking.

@MMOPROOFFICIAL
Twitter
/MMOPRODOTORG
Facebook
/MMOPRO
YouTube
/MMOPROOFFICIAL
Telegram
DISCORD.GG/MVH5AR8
Discord
MMOCOIN.SHOP
Marketplace
THANK YOU
FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME